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A B S T R A C T 

Recording a stellar occultation is one powerful method that gives direct information about the physical properties of the occulting 

Solar system object. In order to obtain reliable and accurate results, simultaneous observations from different locations across- 
track of the projected path are of great importance. Ho we ver, organizing all the observing stations, aggregating, and analysing 

the data is time-consuming and not that easy. We have developed a web portal named Occultation Portal (OP) to manage all 
those occultation observation campaigns from a central server. With this portal, the instrumental and observational information 

of all observers participating in a stellar occultation campaign and the concerned data are archived systematically in a standard 

format. The researchers can then visualize the archived data on an event basis. The investigators can also extract the light curve 
for each data set with the added reduction pipeline to the portal base. This paper describes in detail the portal structure and the 
developed features. 

Key words: methods: data analysis – techniques: image processing – occultations – minor planets, asteroids: general – software: 
development. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

 stellar occultation is a celestial event that occurs when a Solar
ystem object obscures a source from the perspective of an observer.
part from the occultation event caused by the main body, secondary

vents may also be observed caused by rings, dust, or satellites in
he vicinity of the main body (Sicardy et al. 2011 ; Ortiz et al. 2012 ;
raga-Ribas et al. 2014 ; Ortiz et al. 2017 ). Similarly, a gradual
is/re-appearance of the main body can be recorded revealing an
tmosphere. The duration of these occultations varies according to
he size, shape, and sk y motion rate of the object. When these ev ents
re recorded simultaneously from more than two locations across
he occultation path, a multichord stellar occultation, we are able to
btain detailed information about the foreground object (Braga-Ribas
t al. 2013 ; Souami et al. 2020 ). The multichord stellar occultation
 E-mail: yucelkilic1@gmail.com 
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Pub
echnique is, at present, the only method able to determine the size
nd shape of the small objects of the outer Solar system with sub-km
ccurac y, with an e xception made for a visiting spacecraft. In addition
o estimating the physical properties of the foreground object, the
tellar angular diameter of the occulted star may also be calculated
rom the occultation event (Widemann et al. 2009 ), or an unresolved
tellar companion may be disco v ered (B ́erard et al. 2017 ). 

Before the HIPPARCOS mission (ESA 1997 ), stellar occultation
redictions and observations were highly challenging because of the
ignificant uncertainties in the position of occulted stars (Dunham
t al. 2002 ). Afterwards, precise occultation predictions increased
ignificantly thanks to the highly accurate astrometric positions pro-
ided by Gaia DR1, DR2, and eDR3 catalogues (Gaia Collaboration
t al. 2016 , 2018 , 2021 ). 

Considering the more than 15 000 observations from 4400 events
rovided by 3300 individuals from all over the world over the
ast 40 yr (Herald et al. 2020 ), we are seeing an extraordinary
ncrease of successful occultation observations that will stand for
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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he next decades 1 (Braga-Ribas et al. 2019 ). Not only the Gaia
tellar catalogue, but also the accurate positions of small Solar system
bjects within Gaia next releases will strikingly increase the number 
f precise predictions of occultations (Ferreira et al. 2022 ). Besides,
he involvement of the Vera Rubin Observatory with the LSST 

2 will 
lso have a significant impact (Ivezi ́c et al. 2019 ). As a result, a
emarkable amount of data will be produced. 

Another factor in increasing the number of precise and successful 
ccultation events is the development of accurate numerical methods 
or their prediction, such as NIMA 

3 (Desmars et al. 2015 ) for
rbit determinations of moving objects. In addition, more affordable 
bservational equipment, increased camera sensitivity, developments 
n the internet infrastructure, and investments in cloud services 
P auno v et al. 2019 ; Canalys 2021 ) have had an increasing effect on
he data size produced along with the broadband data transmission. 
s a result of all these developments, the contribution of amateur 

stronomers in the observation campaigns increased tremendously 
Herald et al. 2020 ), and most of their occultation light curves,
roduced from events involving the Moon and asteroids, are archived 
n the Occultation light curves catalogue 4 (Herald et al. 2016 ). 

Building on these developments, research groups such as the ERC 

ucky Star project 5 in France, Spain and Brazil and RECON 

6 in 
he USA, have seen the number of successful occultations increase 
hich has lead them to groundbreaking disco v eries such as those of

he rings around the Centaur (10199) Chariklo (Braga-Ribas et al. 
014 ) and the dwarf-planet (136108) Haumea (Ortiz et al. 2017 ),
s well as the invaluable support to space missions such as New
orizons as the 2017 occultation by the TNO (486 958) Arrokoth 

Buie et al. 2020 ). In addition, the A CR OSS project, 7 in collaboration
ith amateur observers, recorded the potentially hazardous asteroid 

99942) Apophis using the stellar occultation technique for the first 
ime (Tanga et al. 2021 ). These teams are seeking support from
everal groups of observers such as the International Occultation 
iming Association (IOTA), 8 the IOTA-European Section (IOTA- 
S) 9 as well as other groups in Australia, New Zealand, 10 Japan, 11 

outh and Central America, 12 North and South Africa, India and 
ore. 13 Once confirmed, the predictions and calls for observers are 
ade public through the abo v e-cited project’s websites (such as the

ttps:// lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/ ) or using tools such as the Occult , 14 

ccultWatc her (OW) 15 (P avlo v 2018a , b ) and its online version, the
ccultWatcher Cloud (OWC) 16 feeds. 
We can illustrate the importance of coordination and developments 

n technology through the stellar occultation campaign of the 2002 
S 4 object dated 2020 August 8, 17 which involved 116 telescopes 
 Database on Stellar Occultations by Small Outer Solar System Objects. 
 Le gac y Surv e y of Space and Time. 
 Numerical Integration of the Motion of an Asteroid. 
 ht tps://cdsarc.cds.unist ra.fr/viz-bin/cat/B/occ 
 https:// lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/ 
 ht tp://tnorecon.net /
 https:// lagrange.oca.eu/ fr/home-across 
 ht tps://occult at ions.org/
 https:// www.iota-es.de/ 
0 The Trans Tasman Occultation Alliance 
1 Japanese Occultation Information Network 
2 Liga Iberoamericana de Astronom ́ıa - LIADA 

3 euraster.net - Asteroidal Occultation Sites 
4 ht tp://www.lunar-occult at ions.com/iot a/occult 4.ht m 

5 ht tps://www.occult watcher.net/
6 ht tps://cloud.occult watcher.net/
7 https:// lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/ occ.php?p = 39076 
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 07 April 2023
cross Europe, North Africa, and Western Asia, with the most exten-
i ve participation e ver on an event by a TNO (Rommel et al. 2021 ).
ach stellar occultation campaign nowadays requires extraordinary 
oordination with observers from all over the world. A systematic 
ollow-up of such participation is essential to ensure the successful 
nd efficient interpretation of the data and to ensure the best scientific
utcome while also ensuring the participation of each observer is 
ratified. 
Collecting observational data and details on the instrumental 

etup from each observer through e-mail causes time delays, useless 
edundancies, and data loss. Professional observatories generally 
roduce data in FITS format, while most amateur observers prefer 
he video format. Generally, the researcher contacts all the campaign 
articipants by e-mail and receives all observational information 
nd data from the observers via various cloud services. Since the
equested observation time-span can sometimes be relatively long 
about an hour, or so), the data size produced by observers may
xceed the quotas of free data sharing cloud services. Moreo v er, the
esearcher collecting the data might face the problem of archiving 
he data coming from tens or even hundreds of observers. 

In order to solve all these problems and to guarantee the partici-
ants being in the scientific publications in a systematic, practical, 
nd cost-ef fecti ve way, it became crucial to develop a common online
latform where the needed data is collected and analysed (producing 
ight curves/ photometry). In the light of this, we developed a
latform called Occultation Portal (OP) 18 to manage ERC Lucky 
tar Project observation campaigns ef fecti vely and efficiently. This 
aper is organized as follows: In Section 2 , we introduce the current
rchitecture of the OP and our approaches to creating its components.
n Section 3 , the use of the OP in current campaigns is discussed with
eneral statistics as well as the photometric reduction and analysis. 
inally, we discuss the future impro v ements, plans, and challenges
or the platform in Section 4 . 

 T H E  A R C H I T E C T U R E  A N D  A L G O R I T H M  

he Occultation Portal (OP) is a data archiving, analysis, and 
isualization portal created to systematically assist in conducting 
bservational campaigns of the ERC Lucky Star Project as its 
rimary goal. The entire web-based portal consists of User service ,
rediction service , Analysis and Reduction service , Data service ,
otification service , and Backup service as shown in Fig. 1 . Through

hese services, and depending on the mode they are using, users
an perform operations such as: adding predictions, instruments, and 
oordinates of observing stations; uploading data associated with 
ny listed campaign; managing campaigns, requesting information 
bout specific events; or the use of the portal. Finally, the users
an use the incorporated tools for data analysis and visualization 
epending on their access levels via the web interface. To create
ll this infrastructure and superstructure, we preferred the Django 
ramework 19 as it enables the rapid development of the OP’s back-
nd and front-end and works in perfect harmony with the Python
rogramming language. 

.1 User service 

n order to ensure the security of the system and the data uploaded
n the OP, users are authorized to access the OP services in four
MNRAS 515, 1346–1357 (2022) 

8 ht tps://occult at ion.tug.tubitak.gov.tr/
9 https:// www.djangoproject.com/ 

https://lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/
https://cdsarc.cds.unistra.fr/viz-bin/cat/B/occ
https://lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/
http://tnorecon.net/
https://lagrange.oca.eu/fr/home-across
https://occultations.org/
https://www.iota-es.de/
http://www.lunar-occultations.com/iota/occult4.htm
https://www.occultwatcher.net/
https://cloud.occultwatcher.net/
https://lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/occ.php?p=39076
https://occultation.tug.tubitak.gov.tr/
https://www.djangoproject.com/
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Application Server BackUp ServerNAS
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Figure 1. The Occultation Portal’s software architecture. Six different services are running and their relationship with the environment are represented. The 
tw o-w ay continuous arrows show the Request/Response relationship between the services and the users via the web interface. The one-way continuous arrow 

represents the query from the Prediction API (Application Programming Interface) service to Targeted audience with API key. The one-way dashed arrows 
indicate the data flow direction of the database and observational data run by the BackUp Service . The hollow tw o-w ay arrows represent the database and 
observation data Entity Actions coming through the framework. 
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22 https://django- ninja.rest- framework.com/
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if ferent user le vels: superuser , staff , observer (standard users) and
vent responsible . The first three levels were added with the help
f the built-in Django authentication system, while the fourth level,
hich is more privileged than an observer user, was also added

o allow the user to manage event-specific campaigns. Table 1
hows each user’s access levels and authorization groups on the
P. 
Switching between user groups can only be made by superusers.

taff can also assign an event responsible for a specific prediction. 

.2 Lucky Star prediction service 

he prediction sources that feed the Occultation Portal consist
f TNOs, Centaurs, and asteroids (mostly Trojans, see Fig. 4 )
elected by the researchers generally from the Rio, Meudon, and
ranada groups within the framework of the Lucky Star Project.
redictions are based on the studies of Assafin et al. ( 2010 )
or Pluto and its system, Assafin et al. ( 2012 ) for TNOs, and
amargo et al. ( 2014 ) for TNOs and Centaurs. The ephemerides
f the selected objects are calculated using the NIMA software,
s detailed in Desmars et al. ( 2015 ), and the ephemeris database
s regularly updated. Observational data used in the ephemeris
alculations are currently provided by the Minor Planet Center, and
ucky Star Project observations at ESO, Pic du Midi, Calar Alto,
ierra Ne v ada, and Observ at ́orio do Pico dos Dias. Additionally,
strometric data of the Dark Energy Surv e y (Banda-Huarca et al.
019 ) are used. Ephemerides of the satellites of the TNOs are taken
rom the Genoid project (Vachier, Berthier & Marchis 2012 ). The
strometric positions and proper motions of the stars in the Gaia
NRAS 515, 1346–1357 (2022) 
atalogue releases are used in predictions (Gaia Collaboration et al.
021 ). 20 , 21 

The entire prediction Database of the Lucky Star Project is
ploaded to the Occultation Portal. Each prediction in this Database
arries an Occultation ID ( occ id). Suppose this ID is acti v ated via
he Prediction tab in OP by authorized users, then a campaign call
s made for this prediction which makes it selectable by any users
rom the calendar. After this stage, for this announced prediction, the
P admins can appoint a user amongst registered users in the Portal

s ‘event responsible’. The selected ‘event responsible person’ now
ccesses all information about this event and manages the data on
he OP. 

.3 Lucky Star prediction API 

ucky Star Project presents its predictions through a website. Most
rofessional and amateur observers can search for the prediction
hey are interested in here. Ho we ver, this web interface is not
ractical for most programmers or researchers to quickly access
ore detailed information about the predictions. Since it is not as

ractical as Occultation Portal, Occult Watcher, OW Cloud, etc., an
pplication Programming Interface (API) service has been deployed
sing Django Ninja 22 to facilitate access to predictions. 23 A user
ith an API key can scan the entire Lucky Star Prediction Database

art/stac1595_f1.eps
https://lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/predictions.php
https://django-ninja.rest-framework.com/
https://occultation.tug.tubitak.gov.tr/api/docs
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Table 1. Authorizations and access levels of users groups to the OP’s services. The primary 
services available on the OP are listed as Feature. Yes indicates that a user group has access 
and management authority to the rele v ant service. No means the opposite. Read-only refers to 
a user group that can access a service in a read-only mode without administrative authority. 
Superuser(s) hav e administrativ e authority on all services. Staff users are mostly Lucky Star 
researchers with moderately limited controls designated by a Superuser. Observers are the OP’s 
primary group and are only authorized to register an event to provide data and information. 
Event Responsible(s) are the researchers who can manage all processes of a peculiar event 
assigned by a Superuser or Staff. 

Feature Superuser Staff Observer Event responsible 

User service Yes No No No 
Prediction services Yes Yes Read-only No 
Analysis & Reduction service Yes Yes No Yes 
Data service Yes Yes No Yes 
Notification service Yes Yes No No 
Backup service a No No No No 

Note . ( a ) Service is controlled only by the server system admin. 

Figure 2. This figure shows the target, reference, and guide stars detected 
by the OP within 20 pixel of R OIBO X in each frame. In Fig. 2 (a), the state of 
three stars is shown in a series of images where the occultation event does not 
happen. In Fig. 2 (b), the state of three stars during the occultation moment is 
shown. As can be seen, the occultation target is not detected in Fig. 2 (b) as 
the target star was occulted by the Solar system object, the former being too 
faint to be detected in the exposure. 
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Figure 3. General statistics of campaigns run between 2020 August and 2022 
May. In the chart, Positive means that at least one data set has disappearance 
of the target star because of occultation event while Negative means that none 
of the recorded data shows the disappearance of the star. Planned means an 
observer did not provide any information about the event despite it being 
planned to observ e. Tec hnical failure means that the observer experienced a 
technical issue at the moment of the occultation. Overcast means observation 
could not be conducted due to bad weather conditions. Unknown means there 
was no information, although data were provided. 
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hrough the Occultation Portal for desired location, specific date and 
rightness range, as seen in the code Listing 1. 
Listing 1: Lucky Star Prediction API usage via curl. 
curl -k -X GET ’’ https://occultation. 
ug.tubitak.gov.tr/api/predictions?sta 
t date = 2022-02-01&end date = 2022-02- 
5&mag min = 10&mag max = 18&object name = Hektor& 
age = 1’’ -H `X-API-Key: SECRET API KEY’ 
Curl is preferred in the example, a terminal client used for data

ransfer. In the example, the Prediction API query of a user with an
PI KEY is sampled. Here, if desired, the start date of the prediction

 start date ), the end date of the prediction ( end date ), minimum
agnitude value of the selected object ( mag min ), the maximum
agnitude value of the desired object ( mag max ), Solar system object

ame ( object name ), and requesting page number of result ( pa g e )
rguments can be changed by the targeted audience as shown in 
ig. 1 . 
.4 Data service 

he observational data is provided to the OP by observers who
articipated in the observational campaigns. In order to participate in 
 campaign, the user should register specifications of the telescope, 
amera, time recording system, filter, and location. The OP stores 
ata systematically and delivers the data to the event responsible(s) 
nd admins in a well-coordinated way using those registered in- 
ormation. Thus, authorized users may track and manage all this 
nformation in a table and also on OpenStreetMap. 24 

It should be noted that one of the most critical information
equested on the OP is the observers’ accurate location, which is
rucial for dependable analysis. To a v oid any mistakes in location
nformation, the OP has all IAU (The International Astronomical 
nion) registered observatories as selectable. Furthermore, the user 
MNRAS 515, 1346–1357 (2022) 

art/stac1595_f2.eps
https://occultation.tug.tubitak.gov.tr/api/predictions?start_date=2022-
art/stac1595_f3.eps
https://www.openstreetmap.org
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Figure 4. Statistics on the dynamical classes of the occulting objects that 
were announced predictions on OP between 2020 August and 2022 May. For 
the sake of clarity, the names of the dynamical classes that contribute less 
than 1 per cent are not shown in the chart. 
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ay select a location easily with the help of the map assistant.
strop y (Astrop y Collaboration et al. 2013 , 2018 ) and geop y 25 

re used together in the background of all these processes. After
lling all the information in, the user is directed to the data upload
ection to upload the data in one of the available formats such
s. fit ( s ),. zip ,. rar ,. gz ,.7 z,. avi ,. adv ,. aav ,. ser . 

All the data uploaded on the OP is only available to researchers
r groups appro v ed by the Luck y Star Project members and collab-
rators on an e vent basis. As sho wn in Appendix A1 , an observer
an view other participants, excluding the uploaded data on the event
ttended, and only view and access their own data unless the observer
as Data Service privileges given in Table 1 . The authorized user who
ants to access event-based data may request the event data anytime
y pressing the Request Event Data button (see Appendix A2 ). OP
ueries all rele v ant data in the Database, creates a ZIP file, and sends
n e-mail notification to the requesting user and system admin when
he process is completed to ensure data pri v acy. The ZIP file contains
ll the event data, additional files (if provided), the ROI (Report
bject Instance) file (if provided), and the auto-generated Asteroidal
ccultation Report 26 by the OP. This file is served by nginx 27 on the

erver. 

.5 Data analysis and reduction service 

ll types of observational data uploaded to the Occultation Portal
re stored systematically on the server in an event and user basis.
n addition, each recording path is also kept in the Database for
ast accessing purposes to data processing services. Only event
esponsible, staff, and superusers have the right to reduce and analyse
ach event-based observational data. User authorization alone is not
nough to perform reduction and analysis on the OP. In line with
he capabilities of the OP, the observational data to be uploaded

ust be in fits format. Ho we ver, most of the observers prefer to
pload their files as one single compressed file such as.zip,.rar,.gz,.7z
o make the upload faster. In this case, the authorized user must
rst decompress the archive. On the OP, there is a function called
 xtrac t arc h that uses the pyunpack 28 package for this operation.
ince the cameras used by amateur observers produce data in video
ormats, usually they upload files such as Audio Video Interleave
AVI), Astro Digital Video Data Format (ADV) (Pavlov et al. 2020 ),
stro Analogue Video (AAV) (Barry et al. 2015 ), SER. 29 In this

ase, a video-to-FITS format conversion is required to analyse video
rames. Although such a conversion module has been developed, it
as not yet been implemented to the OP as a service which is still
n the testing phase. The developed module named video2fits can
asily read each video frame and convert it to FITS format, has been
e veloped taking adv antage of stack er . py in PyMo vie (Anderson
019 ). Moreo v er, reading the timestamps from the video formats
uch as AVI, where the observational timestamp is inserted into
he video stream directly, is recognized by easyOCR 

30 module, not
yMovie ’s OCR (Optical Character Recognition) module. 
Once all the data is uploaded in FITS format or converted properly

o FITS format, OP acti v ates the Analyze tab for authorized users, and
ll data are available for examining via JS9 tool (Mandel & Vikhlinin
NRAS 515, 1346–1357 (2022) 

5 https://github.com/geop y/geop y 
6 ht tps://www.occult at ions.org.nz/planet /Ast er oidRepor tFor mTextV2.txt
7 https:// www.nginx.com/ 
8 https://github.com/ponty/pyunpack
9 ht tps://free-ast ro.org/index.php/SER 

0 https:// github.com/JaidedAI/ EasyOCR 
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022 ). Before analysing, the user should first select a best-seeing
eference image (Alard & Lupton 1998 ; Huckv ale, K erins & Sale
014 ) amongst the listed frames and locate the target, comparison,
nd guide (tracking) stars on this reference image. Ho we ver, it may
e challenging to find the target star in a crowded area. In this
ase, the OP has a Locate Occ. Star button to make the astrometric
alibration of the field via astrometry.net , which compares quadruple
r quintuple geometric hash sets created from detected stars on the
mage with pre-inde x ed patterns (Lang et al. 2010 ). The OP uses
he index files for those pre-indexed patterns generated by Kilic,
rece & Kaplan ( 2018 ) from Gaia DR1 catalogue, which is more

han adequate to automatically find the target star on the reference
mage. Moreo v er, the OP will perform the pre-reduction process as
ong as the pre-reduction option is active from the web interface since
mages hav e IMAGETYP ke ywords in the FITS header as Bias, Dark,
r Flat. Lastly, it is essential to determine the suitable measuring
perture parameters of the target, comparison, and guide stars for the
est photometric results. 
The images must also be well-aligned to match the target, compar-

son, and guide stars o v er entire image series for a successful photom-
try. On OP, there are different alignment methods in use. Images are
ligned with alipy 31 on the first attempt. If this process fails for any
eason, the Astroalign package (Beroiz, Cabral & Sanchez 2020 ) is
sed. If the Astroalign package does not succeed, OP finally triggers
nother alignment method named f i nd s ource i n roi . This method
s based on finding the brightest star in the desired R OIBO X ( Re gion of
nterest Box ), which limits the area shifting o v er box size, indicating
he maximum shifting limit o v er sub-frames. If all alignment attempts
ail, the OP system has the ability to do photometry as long as a
oordinate file containing three stars’ physical coordinates in all
mages is given. As an e xample, PyMo vie’s result file may be used
o provide those coordinates. After identifying the sources on each
rame, the OP proceeds to the photometry stage. Here, photometry
s performed using IRAF’s phot task (Tody 1986 ; Stetson 1987 )
ia myraflib (Kilic et al. 2016 ). The user defines the photometric
perture and sky annulus, in the web interface, which are kept fixed
hroughout the process. Once the photometry process is completed,
he photometric results can be displayed for the target (occulted
1 https:// github.com/japs/ alipy 

https://github.com/geopy/geopy
https://www.occultations.org.nz/planet/AsteroidReportFormTextV2.txt
https://www.nginx.com/
https://github.com/ponty/pyunpack
https://free-astro.org/index.php/SER
https://github.com/JaidedAI/EasyOCR
art/stac1595_f4.eps
https://github.com/japs/alipy
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Figure 5. Occultation Portal: observers’ network. A total of 331 red dots indicate the observers’ locations registered on the OP. These could show either mobile 
stations or fixed telescopes. It is clearly seen that most of the locations are in Europe, while others are spread over North Africa, North America, South America, 
far East Asia, and some parts of Australia. As occultation events are announced in different parts of the world, we expect the number of registered observers to 
increase in the future and red dots to spread out. 
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tar), reference, and guide stars as three light curves in the Results
ection, and the user is notified by the Notification Service via e-mail.
hese three light curves displayed using Highcharts 32 are created 
ith the help of the following equations. 
Equation ( 1 ), where F T ( i ) denotes the normalized flux of the

arget star in each frame, f T ( i ) the instrumental flux of the target
tar measured from the i th frame, and f T is the median flux of the
arget star calculated from all frames. 

 T( i) = 

f T( i) 

f T 
. (1) 

Equation ( 2 ), where F R ( i ) is the normalized flux of the reference
tar in each frame ( i ), f R( i ) the instrumental flux of the reference star
easured from the i th frame, and f R denotes the median flux of the

eference star calculated using all frames. 

 R( i) = 

f R( i) 

f R 
. (2) 

Equation ( 3 ), where F N ( i ) represents the ratio of F T( i ) and F R( i ) in
ach frame. This ratio mainly eliminates the variations on the target 
tar due to atmospheric and instrumental effects, which cause a false 
ariation in flux measurement. Nonetheless, as shown in Fig. 2 , the
P allows users to visualize the R OIBO X where the photometry is

pplied to check whether it is an occultation event itself or not by
licking any point on the light-curve graph (see Appendix A3 ). 

 N( i) = 

F T( i) 

F R( i) 
. (3) 

Finally, the user is now able to export the light curve (LC) in
arious formats, such as graphics or ASCII files. The ASCII LC
2 https:// www.highcharts.com/ 

3

3

le is specially designed to be compatible with the SORA (Stellar
ccultation Reduction and Analysis) software (Gomes-J ́unior et al. 
022 ) to further exploit the data and characterize of the occulting
bject. 

.6 The Notification Service 

he Notification Service informs the user and/or superuser(s) at the 
tart or end of most running processes on the OP. All notifications,
uch as user management (registration, acti v ation, account update, 
tc.), archive data requests, data analysis processes, announcements, 
ser issue tracking, and server notifications are carried out by the
otification Service o v er the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)

erver via transactional e-mails. 

.7 Backup service 

he database on the application server seen in Fig. 1 is backed
p to the NAS (Network-attached storage) server with the django- 
bbackup tool. 33 After that, the data on the NAS is cloned to an
symmetric backup server daily with the rsync tool 34 incrementally. 

 RESULTS  

he Occultation Portal (OP) has officially been in service since the
002 MS 4 TNO occultation campaign event occurred in 2020 August 
, but as it was a test case, it was used by a restricted number of
bservers. As of 2022 May 23, 249 different occultation predictions 
rovided by the Lucky Star Project and its collaborators have been
MNRAS 515, 1346–1357 (2022) 

3 https:// github.com/jazzband/ django-dbbackup 
4 https:// rsync.samba.org/ 

art/stac1595_f5.eps
https://www.highcharts.com/
https://github.com/jazzband/django-dbbackup
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M

Figure 6. Occultation Portal participating countries so far between 2020 
August and 2022 May. For the sake of clarity of the figure, the names of the 
countries contributing less than 1 per cent are not shown in the chart. 
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Figure 7. Telescope diameters registered on OP between 2020 August 
and 2022 May. In the chart, the most notable point is that most of the 
registered telescope diameter ( > 75 per cent) are less than 50 cm in diameter. 
It means that stellar occultation observations can be considered independent 
of telescope diameter as long as the occulted star is bright enough. 

Figure 8. Camera types registered on OP between 2020 August and 2022 
May. While CCD Camera refers to an astronomical detector with a CCD 

sensor produced mainly by Andor, FLI, Apogee, SBIG and, Watec, etc., 
CMOS Camera refers to a camera that uses a CMOS-based image sensor that 
most observers are using, such as QHY cameras, RunCam, ZWO ASI, etc. 
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nnounced on OP as occultation campaign calls. For 115 out of
hose 249 campaigns, data is provided by at least one observer
chord). Due to various reasons, such as bad weather conditions,
naccurate predictions, observations from outside the occultation
ath, insufficient star brightness, etc., it is not expected to see the
ccultation event from all these data. 35.8 per cent of the events were
eported as Positive, which means the disappearance of the target
tar can be seen because of the occultation event. All these statistics
re shown in detail in Fig. 3 , which can be accessed at any time via
he OP. 35 

Another important statistic that should be given is that of the
ynamical classes of the objects that have been announced on the OP
etween 2020 August and 2022 May. It is clearly seen from Fig. 4
hat the vast majority of the objects are beyond the main belt, which is

ainly because the Lucky Star project focuses on primordial bodies.
hese objects are the unaltered remnants of the protoplanetary
isc that existed in the early stages of our Solar System, they can
hus supply us with critical information and invaluable constraints
bout the evolution of our Solar System (Lykawka & Mukai 2008 ;
orbidelli, Levison & Gomes 2008 ). In Fig. 4 , NEAs are also seen

t a proportion of ∼20 per cent since the inclusion of occultation
redictions of the A CR OSS project, 36 whose primary goal is to
mpro v e the position accuracy of the NEAs in the Gaia frame. 

The campaign conducted on OP with the highest participation
f 56 chords was the occultation by TNO 2002 TC302 (84522)
n 2021 No v ember 11. 37 Together with this successfully conducted
ampaign, it can be expressed that OP has become an essential
latform for occultation research. As of 2022 May 23, there are
01 registered users on the OP. The number of observation locations
ecorded by these users is 331. These locations are shown on the
ap in Fig. 5 . Besides, the status of these observers based in their

ountries is given in Fig. 6 , it should be noted that these graphs may
hange o v er time. 

Another interesting result from the OP is the number of telescopes
y aperture size used in the campaigns. Statistics of the number of
elescopes by aperture size generated from the information provided
y those 301 registered users are represented in Fig. 7 . These
tatistics show us that, the biggest proportion ( ∼28 per cent of the
NRAS 515, 1346–1357 (2022) 

5 ht tps://occult at ion.tug.tubitak.gov.tr/statist ics/
6 https:// lagrange.oca.eu/ fr/goals 
7 https:// lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/ occ.php?p = 75799 

a  

m  

3

egistered telescopes) are small telescopes with diameters in the
ange of 20–30 cm. Furthermore, most of the registered telescope
pertures are less than 50 cm ( > 75 per cent ). It can be clearly
tated that as long as the occulted star is bright enough, 38 relatively
mall aperture telescopes are of paramount importance for stellar
ccultation observations. This is also an indication that the substantial
umber of participants taking part in the campaigns are amateur
stronomers. 

In Fig. 8 , it is seen that 56.9 per cent of the cameras attached
o the telescopes are CCD (Charge-coupled device) cameras, and

20 per cent of them consist of only Watec video cameras, followed
y CMOS (Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) cameras
43.1 per cent). It can be seen that the number of CCD and CMOS
ameras are close to each other. This shows that not only CCD cam-
ras but also CMOS cameras are now contributing on observational
tudies. 

One of the most important services of the OP is Data analysis
nd reduction service , where photometric results are produced. To
easure the reliability of the photometric results, photutils (Bradley
8 ht tps://occult at ion.tug.tubitak.gov.tr/statist ics/

art/stac1595_f6.eps
https://occultation.tug.tubitak.gov.tr/statistics/
https://lagrange.oca.eu/fr/goals
https://lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/occ.php?p=75799
art/stac1595_f7.eps
art/stac1595_f8.eps
https://occultation.tug.tubitak.gov.tr/statistics/
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Figure 9. Data analysis and reduction service benchmarking. This graphic was created as a result of photometry of 7184 frames. It shows the light curves for a 
positive stellar occultation observation of a large TNO 28978 Ixion recorded by Ted Blank in 2020 October 13. The light curve with the blue plus markers at 
the top is obtained by using OP ’s photometric reduction method. The red one in the middle with cross markers was obtained with photutils , while the green one 
with dot markers at the bottom was obtained with PyMovie . The σ represents the standard deviation in the light curve in the graphs. 
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t al. 2020 ) and PyMovie were used.The results were compared, 
sing data from the observation of the occultation by Ixion in 2020
ctober 13, 39 and the results obtained with all tools are plotted in
ig. 9 . As can be seen in Fig. 9 , the standard deviation ( σ ) of the
hotometric analysis results is not much different from the others. 
Finally, the Occultation Portal runs on Pardus (19.3), a Debian- 

ased GNU/Linux operating system developed by the Turkish 
cademic Network and Information Center (ULAKB ̇IM). It was 

n service when the 2002 MS 4 campaign event took place in 2020
ugust 8. Since the launch of OP, the MTD (Mean Tolerable 
owntime) of the system is less than 1 h. The system has been
own six times since being in action; ho we ver, that was all due to
cheduled maintenance. 

 DISCUSSION  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we presented the details of the OP’s current system
rchitecture and workflow in detail. The current version of the OP 

v2.11-beta) has all the components to support the occultation science 
n campaign announcement, data collection, archiving, management, 
nd reduction to produce results efficiently. With hundreds of events, 
t has been demonstrated that the OP efficiently stores observational 
nformation while easing data archiving, analysis, and management. 
n the long run, observational data and database size on OP will

ncrease considerably, and impro v ed data science methods will hav e
o be used to store and process this data ef fecti vely and efficiently.
onsidering the e xtensiv e impact of the LSST and Gaia ’s subsequent
9 https:// lesia.obspm.fr/lucky-star/ occ.php?p = 41312 

p
t  

w
u  
eleases on occultation observations, it might also be an excellent 
olution to make data of the OP public later following IVOA
tandards. (Arviset et al. 2010 ). 

Primarily the OP was a customized platform only for the Lucky
tar campaigns; but now, with the implementations made after the 
articipation of the A CR OSS project to the OP, any prediction with
he occultation elements file in the XML format on the OW Cloud can
e added/announced on the OP by the authorized users. Yet, the OP
an become a common stellar occultation data collection centre of all
roups, such as those mentioned in Section 1 . Along with a common
entral server, another plan is to make the source code available under
 free software licence (e.g. GNU GPL v3) for the stand-alone server
eployments of the OP for other research organizations and teams. 
Being the OP served from a single location, the time to upload

arge-scale observational data will increase for the users on far 
ocations, such as different continents. So, to prevent this and limit the 
ime loss, it has been planned to deploy the on-premise mirror servers
ocated in different zones. Besides, the system will have better high
vailability and higher fault tolerance. The other option to achieve 
hese goals is to migrate all systems to a Cloud Platform. These plans
eavily depend on the continuous funding of the platform, budget, 
nd labour force. Currently, OP only has the prediction service API,
ut in the future, it is planned to offer all services as API or with a
lient running on the terminal. 

In stellar occultation campaigns, it is obvious that small telescopes 
ake great scientific contributions. Accordingly, OP is a great 

latform to gather these small telescopes around the world, which can 
ogether have an extraordinary impact on citizen science. As a result,
ith this system, we especially encourage amateur astronomers to 
se their telescopes for scientific purposes, and thus we offer a
MNRAS 515, 1346–1357 (2022) 
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on-profit, scientific and time-saving practical portal that ef fecti vely
rings together both researchers and amateur astronomers. 
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Figure A1. The front-end of the chords report page. The successful occultation campaign by the TNO (574372) 2010 JO 179 dated 2021 July 1, is chosen as an 
e xample. Each observ er can see the information of each reported observation, and can edit his own information previously provided. The lower left-hand panel 
displays a map showing the positions of the observers across the predicted shadow path with colors representing the reported result. The lower right-hand panel 
presents an image which can be uploaded by the staff or event responsible . Usually it presents a preliminary limb fit obtained from that campaign. 
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Figure A2. A sample report page of an observer who provided data to the observation campaign for the occultation by Ixion in 2020 August 8. On this page, the 
observer and all authorized users can upload data with the Upload Data button, request all reported information and data with the Request Event Data button, 
update information about the observation with the Update Info button, view the additional files uploaded by the observer with the Additional Files button, and 
view the status report of the observation in Asteroidal Occultation Report format with the Occ. Report button. 
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Figure A3. Aperture photometry result page displaying the obtained light curves. The small images at the top of the figure change according to each clicked 
point on the graphic. Thus, the user can visually examine the occultation event. The blue graph shows the light curve ratio of the ‘target star + Solar System 

object’ to the reference star, the black graph shows the normalized light curve of the reference stars, and the red graph shows the normalized light curve of the 
‘target star + Solar System object’ only. 
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